
Painpoints & Gardening
Concerns

Sylvia

Gardening challenge:
understanding full sun,
shade, knowing what plants
would suit her yard, which
has quite a bit of shade.
She looks for the
“half-sun” on tagged
plants, will also look online.

Rebecca

She’d like a bigger balcony
/ more gardening space.

Jocelyn & Miles

When they bought the wally,
they asked (or asked) about
the lighting conditions in
their apartment to get
suitable plants.

Jocelyn & Miles

They have to figure out how
they will pull boxes against
building when it get cold
and wet in winter.

Sylvia

Has a tree with aphids. Is
trying “natural” methods to
get rid of them: oil and
water.
She wants to get ladybugs
but the stores are always
sold out.

Elaine

One apple tree attracts
aphids so she wants Lynn to
take it back.
The other one, Lynn is
planning on taking back,
but she’s sad about that
because it’s fairly prolific.

Elaine

At her previous house, she
had a slug and root weevil
problem. Would be out at
night with headlamp on to
pick them off. Now she
doesn’t care much. If a
plant has pests, she lets it
die and doesn’t replant the
same again.

Cathy

Talks about some things
she needs to “get over”:
-growing tomatoes from
seed herself
-throwing plants away (ex:
plants with root weevil in
garden)

Jocelyn & Miles

In June, planted more
seeds, let seedlings get
bigger but when they
transplanted, it got really
cold again and they figure
the seedlings were
shocked.

Jocelyn & Miles

They realized they planted
all sorts of things that need
really hot weather.

Jocelyn & Miles

They know they can keep
composter outside now that
it’s warmer / healthy, but
don’t because of initial
experience when worms
were left in heat (before
they had enough
surrounding compost) and
almost died.

Jocelyn & Miles

Their garden didn’t work
out very well this year. They
tested their soil ph balance
and it seemed okay. They
figure it was due to planting
timing / weather.

Cathy

Finds the timing difficult.
E.g. remembering that she
should have planted
something a few weeks ago.

Tming for 
seeds/transplanting & 
choosing appropriate 
plants for the 
season/conditons/weath
er

Cathy

Thinks she could maybe do
bulbs in containers.

Sylvia

Garden space: small plot in
backyard, some potted
plants (partly shady), some
space at side of house (very
shady).
(A neighbor takes care of
the front yard garden.)

Rebecca

She lives in a north-facing
apartment in downtown
Vancouver. 
Elaine

One side of her yard is
quite shaded. Planted with
Hostas, ferns, shrubs,
Mahonia, etc.

Elaine

The things in her pots
change. They often die
(because they need more
watering). But now they are
fairly consistent. 
(Maybe she is getting better
at finding things that will
work for her in pots.)

Jocelyn & Miles

Garden on long, East-facing
balcony using large planter
boxers and some potted
plants.

Jocelyn & Miles

They have a “wally” in
their living room: a planter
designed to hang on the
wall with pockets for indoor
plants.

Jocelyn & Miles

Their garden contains a pot
of wildflowers, a few berry
bushes, small tomato
plants, a few herbs and
newly planted lettuces, a
magnolia tree.

Jocelyn & Miles

They are thinking of getting
some lettuces growing in
their greenhouse box for
fresh lettuce throughout the
winter.

Revel

Hung “shoe-savers” from
her fence and is growing
sage seedlings in them
(because they don’t need
much water).

Small Space
/Container
Gardening.

Dealing with their 
particular light/ shade 
conditions...and Van-
couver conditions as 
well.

Sylvia

Sometimes she’ll go to
plant shops, get something
on impulse and bring it
home to realize it’s not
suitable.

Sylvia

Plants that have worked
versus not worked:
probably about 50/50.

Sylvia

She’s been “bitten” a few
times, buying the wrong
plant.

Rebecca

This year, because she was
gone so much her watering
wasn’t on schedule so she
lost two plants to aphids.
Hadn’t thought aphids
would be a problem on the
balcony.

Pest management 
(and sometimes just 
getting rid of plant)

Rebecca

She’d like to have drop-off
compost in her
neighborhood: to be able to
deal with compost like she
deals with her garbage.
Would be awesome to get
the compost back.

Rebecca

Currently keeps compost in
freezer, it’s a lot of work to
do.

Rebecca

Things that have failed: she
always gets too excited
about basil too early. It’s
finicky and doesn’t like the
cold.

Jocelyn & Miles

They joke that they started
gardening this year thinking
they would have the
awesome balcony on their
building…but it didn’t
work out.

Cathy

Says her garden’s state is
related to her neglect.
She’ll be excited about it at
first but then lose that
excitement.
Jocelyn & Miles

Planted seedlings in week
of good weather in April.
Next day was cold and the
seedlings died / shocked.

Jocelyn & Miles

First day of sun in March,
got really excited and went
to Garden Works to buy
seeds and a
mini-greenhouse. They
planted seeds and grew
seedlings.

Rebecca

Hardest thing about
gardening: watering,
keeping up with it. She
would grow more things if
she didn’t have to worry
about not watering it. She
feels cruel not watering
things.

Elaine

Hardest thing about
gardening: the weeding and
how time consuming it can
be.Cathy

In the summer, she doesn’t
do nearly as much and
many plants die. She’ll look
around for plants and will
buy them, but they don’t
always get put in the
ground.
Her yard was full of many
plants still in their
store-pots.

Cathy

She’s continuously trying to
find a way of gardening that
fits her.
Would like to grow things to
eat, but asks how she can
do it in a way that fits the
kind of life she leads (not
retired, etc.)

Revel

She feels like she has a
healthy attitude about
gardening: build healthy
soil; try to not take on too
much.

Revel

She tries to not do things
that she doesn’t have time
to do.

Revel

Her advice to others: don’t
overwhelm yourself.

Limited time--
possibly due to
other 
hobbies/interests.

Rebecca

Doesn’t really know anyone
with the same gardening
circumstances as her.

Jocelyn & Miles

They planted a grass in
their garden, a “frustration
plant” – something that
would be guaranteed to
grow.

Elaine

If a plant is struggling,
she’d rather get rid of it.
Keep plants that will
persevere in her yard and
with her gardening habits.
Eg. Curly willow cutting from
Lynn’s yard.

Elaine

She thought about getting
hydrangeas, wanted blue
ones but knew you need a
certain kind of soil.
Decided it was too much
effort (testing / conditioning
the soil).

Initial excitement and 
later frustration/
defeat 

Rebecca

If she does more seed and
food gardening on her
deck, she thinks it would be
good to start keeping better
track.

Elaine

Kept a book where she was
keeping track of her
garden, but that’s gone by
the wayside.

Sylvia

Planning: she starts thinking
about gardening in
February. 
She has a calendar from her
realtor with gardening/yard
tips. Come February there
are things like aeration, etc.
so she thinks, okay, I should
get to this.

Sylvia

Her first steps in the
season: aerating, cleaning
out leaves, thinking about
what she wants to do /
plant.

Sylvia

She doesn’t do much
planning for what she’ll
plant, but that’s her ideal.
Seems that most of her
plants are given to her or
bought on impulse. (She
sees something she likes.)

Rebecca

Usually plans garden too
late, but this year, would
like to plan in winter so that
she can get good quality
seeds.

Rebecca

Was late with planning last
year because life was busy.
Also takes things coming up
around in (in city) to remind
her that she should start.

Elaine

Will “start” the garden in
the spring: mostly just
cleaning up pots and
putting things in them. But
otherwise, doesn’t do
much planning for new
things.

Jocelyn & Miles

Next year, they will plan the
garden out more and have
a schedule. They’d like to
better understand spring
versus summer plants.

Cathy

She doesn’t plan her
garden. But she’s been
reading up on things and
talking to her partner about
stripping everything down,
doing a layout, planting low
maintenance, etc.

Cathy

She hasn’t found the best
way to properly plan for the
way she thinks. She’s tried
paper, writing things down,
and database, but the
approach is always
fragmented and doesn’t
feel right.

Planning/Calendars

Elaine

Didn’t plan the layout of
her garden on paper. Had
an idea of what she wanted
in her yard.

Layout/Design

Revel

Used to own a B&B and
grew organic food: lentils & 
raspberries.
There was no sun and poor
soil (acidic from cedar
trees), so it didn’t do so
well.

Revel

Understood impact of good
soil after moving to a place
that had been inhabited
and cared for by a good
gardener previously.
Already had good soil,
plants grew well

Jocelyn & Miles

They tried growing chilies
and peppers on their
balcony in Australia. Have
never had a garden plot.

Revel

Has always liked gardening
(for 10+ years), but felt like
black thumb up until a few
years ago.

Sylvia

She mows the lawn with a
manual mower. Feels like
she needs help with that
part, it’s full of moss now.

Sylvia

Pruning is a concern
because she doesn’t have
much garden space and
can’t have some plants
taking all of it up.

Rebecca

This year, when she went to
buy starts, found that
quality was not that great.
Seedlings looked leggy. Or,
she had to buy a larger
quantity than she needed.

Jocelyn & Miles

They are happy with
amount of space they have
at the moment. Could
change once stuff gets
going. They have to figure
out non-garden parts of
their balcony: storage and
seating.

Sylvia

Found the oil/water aphids
control method by Google.
Tried a week ago and it
seems to be working so
she’ll do it again to make
sure it takes.

Cathy

Has many geraniums, other
plants that need to be
brought indoors in the fall.
She keeps them in the
basement under plant
lights.

Cathy

She’s tried bulbs, but is
ambivalent about them. She
likes the things that come
up from them, but doesn’t
like not knowing where
they’ll come up. Also finds
that flowers die and you’re
left with scrappy leaves.

Soil Testing/ Soil Im-
provement
Soil Testing/ Soil Im-
provement
Weed identification 
and management
Soil Testing/ Soil Im-
provement
Soil Testing/ Soil Im-
provement
Problems and
Special Care

Revel

You can’t ask gardeners in
say, NYC, what they grow,
because it’s a completely
different climate.

 

Sylvia

When they moved, they kind
of wanted a garden for her
daughter, but she wasn’t
consciously thinking about
or planning for one.

Jocelyn & Miles

Miles likes more obscure
plants, things you can’t buy
at the grocery store readily.
Jocelyn just wants
something that will grow.

Rebecca

Says she could use more
resources specific to small
container gardening, shade
gardening, Vancouver
gardening (and how it’s
different from Ontario).

Rebecca

She’s googled “wall /
balcony gardening in
Vancouver” but hasn’t had
much success. Figures she
might have to look into
container gardening but
doesn’t know that it will
account for wind problem.

Jocelyn & Miles

Jocelyn find the amount of
information available
challenging. A lot of it is
general, and she wants
specific information needed
to not fail. Doesn’t want to
spend all her time looking
information up.

Revel

Says you need to ask other
gardeners the right
question, otherwise they’ll
answer “I don’t really
know”.

Sylvia

Finds it hard to find
information if you don’t
know exactly what plant you
have.

Sylvia

Her neighbour that gives
advice often knows plant
names in Chinese, but not
English.

Elaine

Doesn’t get too much
information on cuttings from
her friends, but she
manages to get things to
work. Sylvia

Hardest thing about
gardening: diagnosing,
knowing whether or not she
can fix something herself.
Finding the information to
do so.

Sylvia

Found it hard to find
information about
“designing gardens”. Was
looking online for it.

Sylvia

She would like to change
about her garden: getting a
better “plant structure”.
“Right now it’s a
mish-mash”. - she’ll throw
things in, see how it grows
and then get too attached
to throw it out.

Getting the right infor-
mation & level of detail
is a challenge.

Finding info on:
Harvesting
Diagnosing

Jocelyn & Miles

The hardest thing about
gardening: getting things to
actually grow.

Revel

Thought she was a bad
gardener when plants at B&
B&B didn’t do well.

Revel

Now, if something goes
wrong, she understands
that there must be a reason
for it, not that she’s a bad
gardener.

Success at the begin-
ning is important

Rebecca

She doesn’t own a car.
Bikes and takes the bus.

Sylvia

Lives with husband and
7-year old daughter.

Sylvia

They’ve lived in their
current house for 7 years,
moved from an apartment
that became too small once
they had their daughter.
Their current house is a
suite in multi-family house.

Sylvia

The garden is her domain.
Her husband has hay fever
so he doesn’t help much.

Sylvia

Started gardening because:
she thought it would be
something she could do
with her daughter.
Now her daughter isn’t
interested, so it’s become
her own break,
“mom-time”.

Sylvia

If she’s outside when her
husband comes home from
work, he’ll take care of
their daughter while she has
“her” time.

Sylvia

Before moving, she had no
plants. Only a bonsai. But it
doesn’t like change and
died when she moved.

Sylvia

Besides her sister, no other
family members / friends
garden. Her mom lives in
an apartment (she used to
garden); her brother has no
time. She mentioned a
cousin who could, but is just
“not interested”

Sylvia

Other reason to start
garden: the yard was
starting to look horrible,
neglected. She wanted to
put effort, pride into it,
since her neighbours have
nice looking gardens

Sylvia

Would rate her skill level as
“very novice”.

Sylvia

She doesn’t own a
smartphone “yet”. Says
she needs to upgrade and
is still researching. She
doesn’t want to pay the
data plan and is no
“hooked” on the data, so
doesn’t know which way to
go yet.

Sylvia

When she lived with her
mother, she would help with
mowing, not much the
garden.

Sylvia

Jokes at work that she’s
going to quit and become a
gardener. Her co-workers
laugh at her.

Sylvia

Topic of interest: she looks
at “small-space”
gardening a lot. Wants to
learn how to maximize
space.
Also wants to learn more
how to “format” the
garden. Right now, it’s just
trial and error.

Expertise & TimeWhy Garden Family / Friends

Smartphone

Interests

Rebecca

She’s a project manager
for marketing projects at
the Sauder school of
business.

Rebecca

She enjoys home
organization, going to
interior design shows, etc.

Rebecca

When she was in high
school, she thought she was
going to go into horticulture.
Didn’t because of too many
science classes. Did
business instead.

Rebecca

Gardening is a secondary
hobby.
She was in a serious car
accident 5 years ago,
wasn’t able to do much
outdoors. Now that she can,
it’s her primary hobby and
gardening has become
secondary.

Rebecca

In Ontario, she enjoyed
gardening for being outside
and “sticking her feet in the
dirt”.

Rebecca

Her family is all in Ontario
and the Okanagan.

Rebecca

Her family in Ontario are
gardeners: food and cut
flowers.

Rebecca

Has lived in her apartment
for 4 years.

Rebecca

She composts for
environment reasons – the
more we can decrease the
amount of garbage we
produce, the better.

Rebecca

She’s sort of always
gardened. Parents were
Dutch immigrants to
Alberta. Lived in small town
where everyone had big
gardens. They’ve almost
always had a garden.

Rebecca

She’s been gardening on
her own for about 6 years.

Rebecca

When she was younger, she
had her siblings had
assigned tasks for working
in the garden.

Rebecca

Started gardening because:
-environment reasons, we
should produce own food
-likes organic food,
cheaper to produce own
-it’s fun to watch things
grow, see things happen

Rebecca

Gathers she’s an
intermediate gardener.
Compares herself to her
friends who only know the
very basics.
She doesn’t have specific
areas where she knows
more.

Rebecca

Spends maybe an hour or 2
gardening per week.
With small space, it’s
mostly just watering (~10
minutes or so every other
morning). 

Rebecca

She has an iPhone. Apps
used regularly: email,
camera, reminder, notes,
games, weather, running
app.

Rebecca

She’ll use it to look things
up anywhere: in grocery
store, trying to figure
something out. 

Rebecca

Uses it a lot on way home
from work if she’s on the
bus checking email, surfing
web, social media, etc.
She’ll lookup recipes,
planning for whatever she’s
going to be doing at home
or on weekend.
Rebecca

She uses her phone to
make grocery lists and to
check availability of
something at a store on her
way there, but not much for
researching products.

Rebecca

She likes things that are
free. If an app is free,
she’ll download and try it.
It has to be useful. If it’s
not, she’ll delete it from
her phone.

Rebecca

She finds out about apps
through social media and
her network of friends.

Rebecca

She used to have a worm
composter, box from the
city, but never achieved
“balance” with it – it
created a lot of fruit flies.

Rebecca

Had worm composter for
about 2 years. Kept it
outside on balcony. One
winter it was too cold and
all worms died.

Rebecca

Saw an idea for a
drip-irrigation / window
planter system that started
in NY. Likes the idea, but
hasn’t done it because of
cost and that it might make
dripping sound.

Rebecca

She used to fertilize with tea
from worm composter. This
part year, she used Miracle
Gro slow release kernels.
She didn’t like doing this
because they probably have
nasty chemicals in them.

Elaine

Lives in a house in an area
zoned for industry.
Surrounded by a few other
houses, but mostly
commercial buildings.

Elaine

Husband bought house in
early 90s to use as office.
After separation, she got
the house and decided,
instead of selling it, to fix it
up and move in (beginning
of 2005).

Elaine

Backyard used to be a
gravel pit / parking lot, but
she started fixing it up 3
years ago.

Elaine

Gardening is just a hobby.
She likes it, but not the type
who learns tons of
information. Knows what
she likes, and tries to
remember the names of
what she has in the garden.

Elaine

She quit her day job in
2007. Since then, income is
from renting rooms in her
house to international
people.
She also does odd jobs
here and there.

Elaine

Other hobbies:
backpacking, hiking, skiing,
snowshoeing, bicycling,
walking – she loves the
outdoors.

Elaine

Likes the accessibility of her
place: close to bus routes
on Hastings, close to
Adanac bike route, very
easy to get downtown.

Elaine

During 1989-97 lived in a
rental place on 12th. She
was sort of a caretaker for
the place and started
getting an appreciation for
gardening. But mostly
flower pots, etc.

Elaine

When she moved to the
place at Trout Lake with her
husband, they redid the
garden in the back. It had
to be completely redone,
but was fairly simple,
mostly about finding trees
for privacy, etc.

Elaine

Now she likes greenery
more than massive
numbers of flowers, the
variety of foliage, probably
a result of knowing Lynn.

Elaine

Sees herself as an
intermediate gardener,
doesn’t have massive
amounts of knowledge.

Elaine

She’d like to have a fancier
garden than what she has,
but doesn’t want to put too
many hours into gardening
because she likes doing so
many other things.

Elaine

Might work on garden 1-3
hours a week, maybe half
an hour a day at most.

Elaine

She has an LG phone with a
touchscreen but no data
plan. 

Elaine

Thinks that if she did have
a data plan / Internet on
her phone, she’d want to
look things up all the time.
She doesn’t want this
addiction.

Elaine

She likes the idea of
drought resistant plants
because she’s bad with
watering consistently and
feels guilty about watering
too much. Also needs them
for her front yard where
there is no water source.

Elaine

She likes the idea of native
plants, but doesn’t think
she could go completely
native because there are
too many phenomenal
plants out there.

Jocelyn & Miles

Jocelyn & Miles live in a
condo close to downtown
New Westminster.

Jocelyn & Miles

They’ve lived in the condo
for one year; this was first
year with balcony garden.

Jocelyn & Miles

Married ~2 years ago, no
children, in their early 30s.

Jocelyn & Miles

Jocelyn is an interaction
designer, currently looking
for work. Miles is an
interactive artist, student
and teacher.

Jocelyn & Miles

Prior to New West, they
lived in a Vancouver
apartment with no
gardening space. Planted a
few things in window boxes.

Jocelyn & Miles

They have a worm
composter. Bought it for
$25, including a workshop
on how to use it. Thought it
was a good deal compared
to $100 for the same in
Australia.

Jocelyn & Miles

They keep the worm
composter in a storage
closet. Have a bag of dried
leaves collected in the fall to
maintain it. Collected leaves
from a nearby maple
because they learned that
maple leaves are good to
use.

Jocelyn & Miles

Jocelyn likes to bike, read,
and is involved in New West
downtown resident’s
association. She tries to be
engaged with the
community.

Jocelyn & Miles

She grew up in Kamloops –
a very different climate.
Jocelyn’s parents have
raised garden beds at their
home in Kamloops. This
year their garden is doing
amazingly.Jocelyn & Miles

Miles works with
technology-based
interactive art installations.
He enjoys spending time
with Jocelyn and cooking.
He also works with
electronic as a hobby. Idea
of hobby and work gets
mixed up. 

Jocelyn & Miles

Miles feels quite passionate
about cooking, creating
things, getting a feel for
what goes together. He
likes to have dinner parties.

Jocelyn & Miles

They go to the Farmer’s
Market in New West quite
regularly. There is one just
across the street.

Jocelyn & Miles

Jocelyn found out about a
program – “biggest little
garden” – where if you live
in a New West apartment,
you can apply to get a
3-tiered garden box and
seeds. She’s interested.

Jocelyn & Miles

Miles’ passion for cooking
feeds the gardening hobby,
he’d like to produce
ingredients. For the time
being, Farmer’s Market is
good.

Jocelyn & Miles

Jocelyn is really interested
in rooftop gardens. They
have talked to developers
about them but say those in
New West are not
interested, there are
insurance issues.

Jocelyn & Miles

Also disappointed in
developers lack of interest
in public arts.

Jocelyn & Miles

Miles notes that in
Copenhagen, he saw way
more children around.
Thought it was related to
bike culture. Feels like you
don’t here the laughter of
children much (in New
West).

Jocelyn & Miles

Miles has done a bit of
jamming: blackberries,
blueberries, cranberries.
Hasn’t had much luck with
pectin.

Jocelyn & Miles

They would like to garden
all year-round, but need to
fin out how much is
possible. 

Jocelyn & Miles

They both have “Super
Phones” (running Android)
and se their regularly to
access information at all
times.

Jocelyn & Miles

They use their phones
on-the-go, as wayfinding
tools, to check email and
Facebook. Jocelyn & Miles

Jocelyn mostly uses
communication apps:
Skype, Facebook.
She’ll browse other apps
but doesn’t find things that
are very interesting to her. 

Jocelyn & Miles

They’ve used phones to
note down information, take
pictures to remember
things, share.

Jocelyn & Miles

Jocelyn took a picture of a
cool looking bike rack.

Jocelyn & Miles

The idea of a big yard
scares Jocelyn. She doesn’t
like looking after things that
much. Miles would be more
enthusiastic about it. Would
plant larger things like
squash, pumpkins, large
fruit trees.

Jocelyn & Miles

Jocelyn’s choice would be
drought resistant plants.
Miles thinks if they had a
house, they could afford an
irrigation system on a timer.

Revel

Stay-at-home mom with
3-year old and husband.

Revel

Husband seems to have
some interest in gardening
too (raspberry farming).

Revel

The press interviewed her
about the Lawns to Loaves
project.

Revel

“The permaculture course
was the turnaround for me,
it’s when I became a
confident gardener.”

Revel

She feels she’s a novice.
It’s only in the last 3 years
that she’s getting to
understand things better.

Revel

She’s been saving potato
chip bags and will use heat
sealer to seal together into
a large reflector for
tomatoes.

Revel

She likes recycling and
being creative; it’s exciting
for her.

Revel

This year she saved net
bags that tomatoes come in
to use as a hanging net for
peas. It didn’t work out
though.

Revel

She spends about 8 hours a
week gardening.
This includes time noodling
around while she does
things like talk to
neighbors/

Revel

This year she has been
putting aside recyclables to
use as cloches in the spring.

Revel

She has a smartphone.
Doesn’t really use apps on
her phone because it
“clogs it up”.

Revel

She finds it difficult to view
Wordpress (sites?) on her
smartphone, to see the
different topics.

Revel

She almost never used her
normal computer.

Revel

She takes the smartphone
with her everywhere, uses it
to jot down notes for
gardening. (With notes
app.)

Revel

Has kept a section in her
Contacts with entrees that
start with G: “Garden –
white poppies” to save
addresses and pictures of
houses that have a plant
she’s interested in.
Hasn’t yet, but might one
day go knock on door, ask
for seeds.

Cathy

Has lived in Vancouver
since the mid-80s. Moved
from Kamloops for school
and never left.
Cathy

Grew up in Kamloops.
Parents and younger
brother + family still live
there.

Cathy

Parents have a big yard and
dad does tons of
gardening: vegetables and
fruit. Very productive –
canning sprees and they
give away a lot of food.

Cathy

Dabbles in pottery,
occasionally gets into other
arts & craft (ex: paper
mache). Likes the activity
more than what she
produces.

Cathy

Plays a lot of hockey, what
she’s thinking about most
of the time. Has played for
about 8 years, now plays
goal.

Cathy

Used to play ultimate.

Cathy

Considers food and eating a
hobby, particularly since
developing food
sensitivities. She’s always
thinking about “getting
around this situation”, what
she can eat.

Cathy

She likes to wander around
browsing. If she goes to an
area or store, she’ll check
everything out, catalogue it
in her mind. She’ll scan
and read labels, collecting
the information.

Cathy

She likes unique, interesting
plants. Ones that stand out
as different.

Cathy

Has lived in current place
with partner and his son for
5 or 6 years. House owned
by her partner.
Basement and upper suite
rented out to people
(basement currently
vacant).

Cathy

Their house is big and quite
older. They had a rat
problem over the summer
and were doing renovations
to the side of the house to
repair foundation.
Renovations took over yard
a little.

Cathy

Lived in a shared house
prior to moving in with her
partner.

Cathy

She was in an apartment
when she first started
planting. She grew basil
seeds at her boyfriend’s
place under lights. Gave
them away to coworkers at
Science World.

Cathy

She thinks she knows a lot
about gardening, not an
expert, but more than
some.
Feels she knows more than
her garden shows. 
Difference between knowing
and doing.

Cathy

In January, she’ll do a
“Master Gardener” course
– once a week for
sometime. Afterwards,
she’ll be able to volunteer
as a garden expert (at
Farmer’s Market, etc.)

Cathy

Did a quiz to get into the
course and was
happy/surprised(?) to see
that she did pretty well.

Cathy

Owns an iPhone. Refers to it
almost hourly, if not more
often.

Cathy

She’ll often look things up
on her phone when she’s
gardening, Google search.
Will click on links for
Wikipedia, or plant
databases / nurseries that
she knows to have good
information.
Usually just to get oriented.

Cathy

Uses a lot of tracking apps,
has been on a
self-monitoring kick for the
last year.
Ex: Eternity (time), Gym
Buddy, My Fitness Pal,
WeightBot, CalcBot

Cathy

Uses WeightBot mostly
because of the feedback
sounds it makes when she
is selecting and entering her
weight. “It’s fun”, feel like
a device instead of just
being a digital interface.

Cathy

She downloaded a bunch of
garden apps, but doesn’t
use them much. Either
because she forgets about
them or finds their
information incomplete –
would rather do a web
search.

Cathy

Ex: LeafSnap was cool, but
didn’t work on any plants
out West.
She still liked a quiz that
she could do on the app.

Cathy

Choosing apps: she looks
for ones with a different
approach, good reviews,
she looks at the size of the
database and the kinds of
information she’ll be able
to find with it.

Cathy

Says it would be cool to
have an app that says
“hey, it’s time to plant
your tomatoes” and show
you the decreasing window
of opportunity.
Simple reminders not
effective, she might
eventually ignore them.

Cathy

She says that sometimes
she doesn’t play with
things long enough to get
real use from them.

Sylvia

Goes to Garden Works
sometimes because they
have garden tips.

Retail stores

Online
Community

Revel

Most information she gotten
has been through the
woman who sells seeds. Will
email her with questions.

Revel

Finds you can’t email with
questions unless you also
have a face-to-face
connection. 
Two things need to happen
for advice: you need a good
relationship and you need
to know how to ask the right
questions.

Cathy

She joined a Geranium –
Pelargonium club. She was
buying a lot (many died)
and the sales person
recommended she join the
club because she seemed
to buy a lot.

Jocelyn & Miles

Jocelyn doesn’t talk to
anyone about gardening
except for the people at the
Garden Centre, her parents
and her sister.

Rebecca

People she talks to about
gardening: friend in PoCo
with a community garden,
sister, coworker, people at
Art Knapp.

Elaine

She posted the excavated
bamboo on Craigslist for
free. People came and took
it.

Elaine

Doing house renos, came
upon a large rock in an
inconvenient place. Had it
moved but in the new spot,
it was past the property
line. Requested someone to
move it on Craigslist. Guy
came and did it in
exchange for a bottle of
wine.

Revel

She learned about the
woman selling seeds from
the Dickens mailing list.
Finds this list really unique.

Revel

She has thought about
blogging about gardening
ideas, but hasn’t figured
out the technology. She
does Facebook updates
instead.

Revel

She posted about her wheat
growing and since then, one
Facebook friend has tried
growing wheat too.

Revel

She’s started to read more
blogs, especially about
baking. She especially
reads the comments.

Revel

She thinks it would be cool
for a community garden to
have a blog or Facebook
page where people post
updates on the garden.

Other than select 
friends/family, novices seem to 
be more comfortable talking 
(in-person) with garden center 
staff.

Cathy

Goes to gym as a stress
reliever. Has been weight
training lately.

Elaine

Spent summer doing home
renovations – painting the
exterior of her house.

Rebecca

She likes to rock climb,
hike, skim board, bike and
do outdoors activities.

Interest in food: 
farmer’s markets, 
canning/jammingGardening isn’t main 

hobby.  Enjoys the 
outdoors in general; 
sports; bicycling

IIn most cases, it’s 
one person who has 
the main interest in 
gardening...somewhat 
of a solo activity.

Fairly new to the space 
(w/in past 5 years); 
renovations a common 
theme. Gardening 
spaces all seem to 
have some unique 
challenges.  Don’t 
really seem to know 
neighbors.

Sylvia

Wants to go to Garden
Works in Burnaby (more?).

Elaine

Was finally given an idea (a
beech) at a Surrey garden
store, did some research on
her own before buying it.

Elaine

She doesn’t have a
favourite garden store but
loves going to them. Ex:
One on Victoria, she’ll go in
every time she walks by.
Rarely buys anything but
will go in often.

Jocelyn & Miles

Bought planted boxes from
local place: Sudbury Cedar.
Jocelyn found a food-based
stain to paint boxes with.
They figured out how to put
liners in the boxes so that
soil particles wouldn’t wash
away.

Jocelyn & Miles

Shopping for seeds at
Garden Works, they looked
for plants that like 6 full
hours sunlight.

Jocelyn & Miles

They like Garden Works for
being able to buy
“different” plants:
heirloom vegetables, root
parsley, etc.

Jocelyn & Miles

Usually go to certain local
shops, because they like
the store and/or the person
who owns it. If they know
they’ll buy something
there, they won’t compare
with any other stores.Jocelyn & Miles

Haven’t done much
in-store researching:
doesn’t fit with their model
of shopping.

Revel

One plant fits all the criteria
in things she loves in a
plant: the purple camus,
but she hasn’t been able to
acquire one.
Goes to the Van Dusen
annual sale every year but
they sell out within 20
minutes.

Some browsing and 
inspiration done at 
stores as well. “Tactile” 
and “seeing it” is 
important.  Some of 
the learning is strictly 
by observation.

Creative aspect/
Artsy interests too.

Cathy

Mother “sticks flowers in
the ground” and is more
carefree than her father,
letting plants do what
they’ll do.

Family members 
(mother/father or 
sibling) often garden, 
but they don’t live in 
town.  Maybe a bit of 
“generation gap” or 
different interests as 
well?

Rebecca

None of her Vancouver
friends are really
gardeners.

Rebecca

She has a colleague who
gardens and was just
lamenting the other about
how much zucchini she has.

Rebecca

People she talks to about
gardening: friend in PoCo
with a community garden,
sister, coworker, people at
Art Knapp.
Rebecca

Knows that the Dutch are
stellar container gardeners,
but hasn’t talked to any of
her relatives about it.

Elaine

She talks about gardening
with Lynn as well as two
other friends. She’ll be
over at their place and
comment on the garden.

Jocelyn & Miles

Miles find that with most
friends, he can strike up a
conversation about
gardening and people will
have some experience with
it.

Jocelyn & Miles

Jocelyn doesn’t talk to
anyone about gardening
except for the people at the
Garden Centre, her parents
and her sister.

Revel

She gives gardening advice
to friends.

Rebecca

Sister and husband are
organic small-scale farmers
and have a lot of knowledge
about where to get organic
and heirloom seeds.

Rebecca

She learns a lot from her
sister, who is a herbologist
(and organic “rockstar”
gardener). If she has
questions, she’ll look online
or ask her.

Sylvia

She goes to Canadian Tire
to get soil and other things.
She went to David Hunter
the other day to scope it
out.
Goes to Art Knapp because
it’s in the neighbourhood
and there is another
location close to work.

Rebecca

Finds plants at Home
Depot, Choices Market,
some little shops on Davie
– all things within walking
distance.

Rebecca

She bought heather from
Art Knapp’s down the
street last year. She went to
look at seeds, but it was too
late in season.

Rebecca

She shops for garden things
downtown for the
convenience of it. She
doesn’t have a car.
Everything has to be
portable in her granny cart.

Rebecca

She buys soil down the
street from the SuperValue
– a generic brand.

Rebecca

If she’s buying seeds, or
something easier to
transport, she’ll go further
– will probably buy online
this year. Jocelyn & Miles

They bought the wally and
plants from a store in New
West. Followed store
recommendations for some
plants, not others. The
plants following
recommendations survived.

Jocelyn & Miles

Garden Works is not far
from their house – a bus
ride away.

Jocelyn & Miles

They had access to their
parent’s car in the spring.
Used it to pick up soil and
other big supplies from
Garden Works. (Possibly
reason for early start.)

Walking distance/proximity/ 
convenience plays an impor-
tant role in where purchases 
are made.

Rebecca

She used to live in Ontario.
Grew more food there, took
more time to do it. Had a
more “major” garden.

Jocelyn & Miles

Know there are quite a few
kids in the building – saw a
mob of them leaving on
Halloween.

Rebecca

She will purposefully take a
longer route to go by
community gardens and see
what people are doing, see
how gardens are coming
along and talk to people.

Elaine

Now she sees the same
beech tree all over the city,
in boulevards because it’s
a good boulevard tree.

Jocelyn & Miles

They got the idea for the
magnolia tree / shade from
another balcony /
neighbour in the building.

Jocelyn & Miles

They like to sit on the
balcony, where they can see
the river, to watch the
tugboats.
They also like walking
around the parks in the
neighborhood.

Jocelyn & Miles

They look at other gardens
when they walk around but
haven’t been influenced
much except for the
magnolia tree / shade idea.

Jocelyn & Miles

Other influences:
blueberries from garden in
river market at the quay,
kale because it grows in
many of the New West city
gardens, sage because they
planted some at Jocelyn’s
parents and it grew well.

Revel

Cedar Cottage Community
Garden: she saw plants
labeled as “bee attractors”
but no label as to what the
plant actually was.

Revel

She hasn’t asked friends or
neighbors about the
coveted plant yet.
She’s gotten out of the
habit of trying to find it.

Revel

Was with her parents at QE
park and saw a plant with
different coloured
blossoms, she loved it. 
She found out what it was
and now has one.

Sylvia

She likes to look at the yard
of neighbour across alley –
he is a professional
gardener – to get ideas,
see “real gardens”.

Rebecca

Has researched plants after
seeing them growing
somewhere: chinese
lanterns, squashes, cut
flowers, plants her sister
talks about.

Community
Inspiration

Revel

During the interview, a
woman stops by the yard to
look at what Revel is
growing.

Sylvia

She walks around a lot in
her area and will note what
people are growing in
shady areas to get ideas.
Says there are many nice
gardens in the area, but the
conditions are different.

Elaine

She loves going to
community and botanical
gardens but hasn’t been to
a real garden in a while.
Doesn’t feel like she needs
to much, feels pretty
complete with her current
garden.

Get ideas from walking 
around and seeing 
other gardens (both 
public and private. But 
can be difficult to track 
down info about the 
plants you see.

Sylvia

She looked into a program
at a nearby community
garden where, if you buy a
plot, they will give you
advice/help. But she didn’t
end up applying because
she figured she should
leave the spaces available
for people without yard
space.

Sylvia

Hasn’t actually gone to the
local community garden.
Rarely goes to other parks
and gardens. Did more
when her daughter was
younger and more
interested.

Rebecca

She’s considered a
community garden plot
(across the street), but it’s
on the edge of dog park
and she doesn’t want to
grow food near a dog park.
Also prefers convenience of
garden at home.

Rebecca

She sees the community
gardens as completely
different from her own and
doesn’t get ideas from it.

Jocelyn & Miles

They haven’t been active
with any community
gardens. Know they’re
there, but trying to get their
balcony garden going.

Revel

Says it would be helpful if
(community garden plants)
and labels that said the
beneficial things.

Community
Gardens

Community Gardeners 
seem to be a different 
breed.  Home garden-
ers are aware of them, 
but rarely stop by 
them or consider 
them.

Can fall prey to 
impulse purchases but 
sometimes this will 
result in regret.  Other 
times may lead to 
greater research.  

Sylvia

Goes to garden store with
list for supplies (soil, etc.)
but not plants.

Sylvia

If she sees something she
likes, she’ll research it
before buying it, especially
if she has to buy it.

Rebecca

She hasn’t started research
on the irrigation system.
Saving that for an icky
winter day, something she
can be excited about. Has
some ideas; her dad might
be able to help her (he’s a
contractor). Rebecca

Deciding on a plant: will
look at sun particularly, soil,
how much water it needs. 
When in store: how much
she needs to buy to get
quantity she wants, quality.
How much it needs fertilizer
(but this won’t alter her
decision.)

Rebecca

Would like to say she goes
plant shopping with a list,
but she’s usually swayed
by what she sees in the
store.
Likes going to see what they
have, gets excited about
the possibilities. It’s part of
the fun for her.

Elaine

She did a little research
when planting her garden,
because she didn’t want
plants that would grow out
of control, be too thick.

Elaine

Deciding on plants:
sometimes spontaneous (a
gift from a friend),
sometimes planned. If it’s
an impulse purchase, she’ll
often not plant it right away.
Needs to decide where it
will go.

Jocelyn & Miles

They did more planning for
their planter boxes:
measuring, shopping
around, how to install, etc.
than they did for the actual
garden planted.

Jocelyn & Miles

They don’t do much
comparison shopping, or
shopping at all. When they
do shop, will spend about 2
months looking at options
before actually buying
anything.

Cathy

Planning: she feels she
needs to be out there
touching things, it needs to
be a tactile experience.

Although technically-savvy, 
doesn’t really seem to engage 
with online community for 
gardening. May bookmark a 
few resources but that’s about 
the extent of it.

Rebecca

For a tree: would need
cash, and to figure out how
to get it in building. It would
be an investment.

Revel

Thinks “renter
information” would be
good � what grows quickly
and what you can take with
you. A “mobile gardener”.

Rebecca

Thinks there are probably
building restrictions about
what she can do on
balcony, but says building
manager is pretty chill…as
long as not causing problem
for someone else.

Revel

Landlord built house over
previous garden (in back).
Dug up a lot of yard too.
“This was traumatic for
me.”
Despite being busy with
baby, migraines and a bad
back, she worked to rebuild
her garden.

Tenancy often means 
there are limitations to 
what can be done (and 
amount of expense 
they’re willing to 
endure).

Revel

They put many of their
plants in pots so that they
can take them if they ever
move.
She doesn’t want to invest
all the effort to dig up
plants later.

Jocelyn & Miles

They are thinking of having
children soon and like the
idea of a garden for
children to learn from, eat
from, etc.

Jocelyn & Miles

Liked the idea of
blueberries because
children can play with the
plant without getting hurt
(unlike blackberries with
thorns).

Children & gardening

Environmentally con-
scious (produce own 
food, composting, 
recycling/repurposing 
for garden)

Unique/ novelty/ inter-
esting plants

3-4 hours/week

Jocelyn & Miles

They made impromptu
blackberry jam while
camping once. Tried to
make blueberry jam for
wedding guest gifts but it
didn’t work out.

Elaine

She was always curious
about Lynn’s garden,
would ask about the plants
she had.

It seems like most people only 
talk to a few friends & family 
about gardening.  Most need to 
know they have a shared interest 
first but at the same time, this 
hobby doesn’t necessarily warrant 
joining an official organization/club.

Jocelyn & Miles

This year, they learned to
change their dates for
putting things outside. Also
to consider the weather /
late season.

Rebecca

If she has aphids, she’ll
usually throw the plant out.
Balcony is small and
there’s the risk that they
spread. She has tried soap
and water method, not
keen on chemicals.

High enthusiasm not 
quite matched by 
effort.

Sylvia

She does “outdoorsy” stuff
in the spring and summer.

Rebecca

Has drilled holes in the
cement around her deck to
hang planters. Did so
without checking with
landlord.

Sylvia

She likes gardening
because it’s physical, she
doesn’t get a lot of
exercise otherwise.
She also likes “getting in
there” and playing.

Elaine

She still gardens because
she likes the space it
makes, finds it peaceful
being in the garden.
She’s mixed though
because of the wall. It stops
her from being able to truly
enjoy the garden.

Jocelyn & Miles

Miles likes spending time
“down-low” with the plants
– looking at them, getting
that cool-earthy feel that
gardening gives.

Jocelyn & Miles

Jocelyn likes it when seeds
come up. Finds it awesome
because you never know if
it’s going to make it or not.

Cathy

“There’s potential inherit
in the plant.” She likes
seeing what they will do.

Cathy

She got into scented
geraniums. She liked them
because you could touch
and smell them. She wanted
to grow her own.

Cathy

Finds plants novel in that
they keep doing interesting
things. She likes to see what
a plant will do (even if what
it’s doing is dying).

Tactile aspect (getting 
into the dirt) and 
rewarding seeing what 
will happen (you never 
know what it will do).

Rebecca

Started gardening because:
-environment reasons, we
should produce own food
-likes organic food,
cheaper to produce own
-it’s fun to watch things
grow, see things happen

Elaine

When she first moved to this
house, found it depressing
that she was surrounded by
renters (who don’t have an
interest in maintaining their
home, or money to do so)
and the elderly.

Elaine

Used to have a great view
of city (backyard faces
west), but then a building
went up next door and now
she faces a tall wall of
cinder blocks. 

Elaine

Started gardening because
it’s nice to look at, pretty,
she can sit on her deck,
look at the garden and feel
good.

Revel

She built the garden in the
front of her house (along
the sidewalk) for privacy
and to keep dogs out of the
yard (high traffic with
Shoppers Drugmart on
corner).
Revel

She has tried growing tall
plants for more privacy in
her yard.

Elaine

She decided to paint her
house because the
neighborhood is so grey,
she couldn’t take the lack
of colour anymore.

Why garden:
* Improve property
* Privacy

Sylvia

Besides, the neighbor who
gives her advice and plants,
she doesn’t see much of
her other neighbors. One is
not home a lot and she
doesn’t know the one who
lives in the front of the
house.

Sylvia

She hasn’t done any
cuttings, doesn’t know how
to do this yet.

Neighborhood /
Community

Rebecca

She has a friend living in her
building, others downtown
and still more in the wider
Vancouver area.

Rebecca

Likes her neighborhood
because it’s close to
everything: beach, best
friends, Stanley Park,
farmer’s market, bus
stop…

Rebecca

With lettuce, she’ll seed a
whole bunch and give extra
plugs away. 
In a pot, it can be a nice
gift. Simple, not a finicky
plant.

Elaine

Refers to her friend Lynn as
having all the details.

Elaine

She used to live across from
Trout Lake with her
husband. Knew many
people in the neighborhood
/ had friends around there.

Elaine

Before starting her garden,
she noticed many drunk,
homeless, etc. people in
neighborhood. But once she
started work on it, people
would stop and say “oh,
it’s so nice that you’re
doing something.” It was
uplifting to hear people
cared.

Elaine

She’d put more greenery in
the neighborhood to
improve it, but not sure how
that would work with zone
limitations.

Elaine

She assumes the
neighborhood will be
changing since they are
rezoning a few blocks of
Hastings to retail /
residential.

Jocelyn & Miles

They are starting to talk to
their neighbours more, had
a couple over last night.
They know a few people in
the building but think it’s
difficult to get to know
people in a condo.

Jocelyn & Miles

They know their next-door
neighbour who is a bit older
and lives alone, but really
friendly. Across way is a
family that it very quiet, but
plays music loudly. Other
neighbour an elderly
couple.

Jocelyn & Miles

They are working on
developing friends in New
West. Like the community
feel of the city. Most of their
friends are still in
Vancouver.

Jocelyn & Miles

Best thing about their
neighbourhood: the park, a
huge cherry blossom tree,
they walk around / hang
around the park
year-round.

Jocelyn & Miles

Thing they would change
about neighborhood: add
green-roofs to buildings
across their balcony, better
view. Would reduce the
amount of automobile
traffic.

Revel

Best thing about her street:
sunlight, massive sunlight
on her street.

Revel

They moved to the street
because of the trees, but
over the years, for different
reasons, all trees but one
were taken down.

Revel

People talk to her more now
that she has the wheat
garden.

Cathy

One brother lives around
Main St. Has a bunch of
close friends in Steveston,
who used to live in Kits and
around Main St. Also has a
bunch of hockey friends,
some around East Van,
others scattered.

Though like the neigh-
borhood, there’s not 
many connections 
within the neighbor-
hood but there is a 
desire to. Scattered 
friends around Vancou-
ver.

Sylvia

She got her globe-flowers
from her neighbour. She
delivered them to her
backyard, but did not give
much help to figure out the
best location.

Rebecca

Has received cuttings from
mom and sister
(houseplants). Had no
special instructions. Just
planted and put in water.

Elaine

Her friend Lynn helped her
with the garden a lot.
Lynn was moving from her
house and had many plants
that needed a new home.
Most plants in Elaine’s
garden are from Lynn.

Elaine

Backyard used to be full of
bamboo - cool but difficult
to manage. She tried to
hack it out herself,
eventually a friend with an
excavator dug up all the
bamboo. 

Elaine

She has some
rhododendrons that were a
gift from a friend.

Elaine

Also has an evergreen given
to her by a woman from
whom she bought patio
furniture from (via
Craigslist).
She likes that it smells like
lemons.

Jocelyn & Miles

They have two friends who
are also novice gardeners,
but have taken it to the
extreme – building a
greenhouse in their
backyard, doing
aquaphonics, etc. These
friends gave them seeds for
a special variety of
tomatoes.

Elaine

Has only grown one thing
from seed: cosmos flowers.
Huge percentage of plants
are cuttings from friends.

Receiving sharing 
plants/advice among 
aquaintances seems to 
be relatively common. 
More experienced 
gardeners will give 
away plants/advice.

Sylvia

Her sister just bought a
house and is trying
gardening. Sylvia is trying to
pass on the information she
knows.
She lives in Kerrisdate.

Sylvia

Improving her street: she
would like to get to know
the other people more, but
there is a language barrier.
They all speak Chinese, not
a lot of English.
Her neighbour who speaks
two dialects knows
everyone.

Neighborhood plants 
and environment can 
be a big draw.

Garden itself 
(especially novelty 
things) can start con-
versations.

Revel

Has connected with a
woman who sells heirloom
seeds – not to pay less
money for seeds but to
connect with other gardens.

Sylvia

Her neighbor, a retiree,
gives her advice and
information as well as free
plants. (The tomatoes and a
number of the other plants.)

Sylvia

Her neighbour tells her: “if
you see something you like,
let me know.” 
On the odd occasion, she’s
asked about a plant and
has said “if you have extra,
let me know.”

Neighbors

Revel

She’s also talked with the
guy who has a store in his
backyard.

Revel

Talks to only one neighbor
about gardening, but the
woman’s English is not that
great. The only response
she got when asking about
a flower was “Superstore”.

Cathy

People will ask her “where
can I find X” and she’ll be
able to make suggestions.

Rebecca

Reminisces about food
swapping / sharing in
Ontario. A neighbor leaving
a bag full of produce on
your fence or doorknob.

Rebecca

If she has extra seeds,
she’ll give them away or
see if she can save them for
next year.

Background

Jocelyn & Miles

They installed the wally as
something beautiful, not
functional, but Miles is
interested in planting some
kind of food in there.
Maybe climbing spinach.

Jocelyn & Miles

Jocelyn jokes that it was a
fight to get some flowers in
the garden.
They had nasturtiums for a
while, an edible flower.

Jocelyn & Miles

Jocelyn doesn’t want to try
tomatoes next year, but if
they do, they will try them
later

Revel

She loves these things in
plants: the colour purple,
native plants, edibles.

Revel

Thing she likes about
gardening: sitting outside
and eating peas/berries
directly from the plant
(she’s doing this while we
talk).

Edibles = 
Easy
Rewarding
Pragmatic
Sensory

Sylvia

She tends to go for
perennials.

Elaine

Finds the joy of perennials
is that things look dead
(from winter) and then
come back to life. Garden is
mostly perennials but she
would like more.

Elaine

Switch from annuals to
perennials may have been a
change in aesthetic.
Perennials have a more wild
and natural look than
annuals. Jokes that it might
be because she’s getting
older.

Elaine

Loves the Wisteria in the
back of her yard, looks
forward to seeing it bloom
every year.
Also loves the Euphorbia
blossoms.

Jocelyn & Miles

They bought a (potted)
magnolia tree to grow in
front of their bedroom
window, provide shade.

Jocelyn & Miles

Miles still uses what they
have (pineapple sage, root
parsley, etc.) in cooking
whenever possible.

Cathy

Likes keeping plants in
small pots so that she can
pick the pot up and look at
the plant closely; touching
and smelling it.

Rebecca

Perennials: the rosemary is
on its second year, the
heather might last a few
winters. If it does, she’ll
think about more
perennials. Otherwise, she
might not have space
because she knows she
wants herbs, lettuces, and
nasturtiums.

Perennials =
seasonal
wild/natural
lower maintenence

Gardening for at least several 
years, but knowledge doesn’t 
seem to be gained very quickly. 
Housedwellers tend to be a bit 
more serious/ knowledgeable 
about gardening. But is still just a 
casual hobby. Apartment dwellers 
often container garden and this, 
along with their interest in 
food/herb crops,  may be their 
“gateway drug” or introduction. 

Not from Vancouver originally 
(smaller town).
Couple (children soon?)
Townhouse (sm. house?) with a 
small yard
Been there for almost 4 years
Did renovations - on & off project
Enjoys hiking, biking, rock climbing
Farmer’s Markets & Cooking

Knowing 
limits.

Advanced 
Topics

Sylvia

Changing garden: she
throws plants in, sees how it
grows and is eventually too
attached to throw out /
update garden.
The tree with the aphids is
on the short-list for a boot.

Elaine

When she decides to do
something, she plows in
and learns as she goes
along.
Does this because if she
gets into something, she’s
committed to finish it.

Elaine

Learned about the
conditions of her yard via
trail and error.
Ex: planted a mountain ash
in the front, but did not dig
deep enough hole and add
good soil. Now tree is
struggling. This year,
planted a tree in backyard
and bought new soil.

Elaine

Doesn’t remember specific
failures she’s had, but sure
there has been some with
her trial and error nature.

Cathy

She likes novelty, tasting
and trying new things. She
likes the sensory
experience.
Used to pride herself on the
fact that she could eat
anything.

Revel

Experimenting: last year
she new of a community
garden growing the exact
same wheat as her in the
same soil, but less soil
depth. Their wheat grew
twice as big. She deduced
that soil depth matters.

irial and error;
 experimenting

Learn as you go

Jocelyn & Miles

For installing boxes: got
advice as they went along.
Some things just made
sense and others, they
learned from previous
experience.

Gen Behaviors

Rebecca

Aside from gardening with
family, her knowledge
comes from some books
she reads for interest sake
and Internet surfing.

Jocelyn & Miles

Jocelyn prefers
workshops/classes because
she learns better with them
and likes being with other
people, asking questions,
getting info from somebody
especially if they’re good at
telling a story about it.Revel

Took permaculture courses
X (4?) years ago. Learned
the importance of soil and
how to build up a soil bed.
Was half-way through
pregnancy at time and
didn’t think she would have
time to do this.

Revel

She feels she’s learning
how to learn things from
other gardeners – find out
what they are already doing
and learn how to do it.

Revel

Went to a seed-starting
workshop. Isn’t ready for
this extra step yet (maybe
because of time?) but
thought she’d go learn
about it.

Jocelyn & Miles

They went to a workshop on
small-space gardening a
long time ago at the West
End Community Centre.
Found it didn’t apply to
their “very” small space
(window boxes).

Jocelyn & Miles

They have gone to this store
often so see the progress of
the plants growing in the
store under “good”
conditions (fluorescent
lighting).

Jocelyn & Miles

This week, Jocelyn went to
Garden Works and saw a
“Things for planting in the
autumn” sign. She only
bought things on that sign.

Jocelyn & Miles

Other gardening tip
sources: West Coast Seeds
website, garden center, the
Farmer’s Almanac.

Cathy

She’s intrigued by how
different and variable
plants are in the single
group of
Geraniums/Pelargoniums.

Workshops/
Formal Learning

Cathy

Doing the course to
supplement her work (finds
just working on patents
getting a little boring) and
she likes the thought of
helping people by giving
them useful information.

Most seem content to 
stay at current level of 
knowledge. Not a huge 
appetite for learning 
more just for the sake 
of learning; “learn as 
you go.” Have other 
hobbies.

Trial/error rather 
than regimented.. 
.know what should 
do but doesn’t 
necessariliy do it.

Rebecca

This year her garden had: a
lot of herbs (rosemary,
thyme, 2 kinds of basil,
chives) and quite a few
flowers. She didn’t grow
any lettuce because she
was gone too much.

Rebecca

The herbs and flowers are
the standard things that she
grows every year. They are
fairly easy and can be put
in almost anything
(cooking).

Rebecca

She likes to focus on plants
that grow food. A tree
would be cool, but it would
have to be a fruit tree and
she would want some
confidence that it would
work. (Ex: knowing
someone who successfully
grew it in north-facing
balcony.)

Elaine

Other side of yard is
sunnier, she has a few
apple trees. One is from
Lynn and an “old” species
of apple.

Sylvia

In her garden: mostly flower
/ bushes, but she tried a
few tomato plants and peas
this year.

Sylvia

Grew the sweet-peas from
seed. They also grew pinto
beans indoors from seed.
Her daughter harvested two
whole beans (she laughs at
this).

Common starting 
point/entry into garden-
ing. Gardening
for food can be easier but
sometimes comes with 
problems, esp. with 
maintenance and shade.

Cathy

Started gardening when she
decided that she wanted to
grow herbs. She read a
magazine article on
lavender. Got obsessed
with herbs because they
had cool smells and they
were useful.

Cathy

After herbs, she decided
that she wanted to grow
something to eat on balcony
– tomatoes. She never ate
the tomatoes; she would
grow a little to eat, but then
just touch and smell it
instead. 

Entry-level
Topics

Cathy

She keeps unused apps on
her phone, until she
realizes that she’s running
out of room

Cathy

Will use her phone when
buying plants to see if what
she wants is even realistic.

Sylvia

Appeal of smart phone:
being able to get
information when and
where she needs it.

Opportunities:
”Wish Lists”
Research on-the-go

Reminders?

Cathy

Will use it in a conversation,
as a memory aid, when
she’s shopping, in the
garden.
Has a water and dust-proof
case for her phone, handy
for use in the garden.

Smartphone owners 
but not power 
users.

Key for Adoption:
Enough details
Relevant/useful
Fun
Frequently use
Privacy

Jocelyn & Miles

Miles will use his phone as a
research tool, when trying
to figure out problems,
looking at online calculators,
etc.

Jocelyn & Miles

Jocelyn will see “free”
games, but can also see via
her phone what information
on her device they will have
access to. She doesn’t want
random people to access th
this kind of information.

Rebecca

Her next gardening goal is
to figure out a solution for
watering plants on her
balcony so that she doesn’t
have to use her watering
can – an irrigation system.

Rebecca

Deciding whether to start
from seed or start: partly to
do with how easy she can
find it already started and
partly to do with how easy it
is to grow from seed.
Ex: lettuce – drop the
seeds in soil and it does
it’s thing.

Rebecca

Her balcony is
medium-sized to smallish,
with cement walls and
under a cement roof. She’s
on the 10th floor so wind
can be an issue.

Rebecca

She’s bought seeds from
(William Dam?) before.
She’ll talk to her sister
about what seeds they
purchase.

Elaine

Hasn’t ever tested her soil,
says she’s not a technical
person.

Elaine

Says she tried putting mulch
down one summer, and it
helped with the weeds a lot.

Elaine

In spring, she doesn’t get
on things right away so once
she does start working on
the garden; she can identify
what’s a good plant and
what’s a weed.

Revel

Participated in Lawns to
Loaves project. Put down
proper soil to grow wheat.
Last year, when nothing else
grew because of poor
weather, her wheat still did.

Revel

She does year-round
gardening, not much in
winter.
Just figured out
overwintering last year.

Cathy

Gardening year-round? “I
play with plants, in little
flushes, periodically
throughout the year.”
Gets excited and starts
thinking about the garden
more in spring.

Overwintering/Diggi
ng up in fall 

Soil Testing/ Soil Im-
provement

Cathy

(Despite difficulty keeping
plants alive) still gardens
because it’s a challenge.
It’s a self-exploration
exercise where she tries to
figure out why she does the
things she does when she
gardens. She learns about
her decision-making and
planning habits.

Growing from seed

Weed identification 
and management

Sylvia

She reads the Vancouver
Sun, there is a blog about
gardening. She’ll get ideas
from there.

Sylvia

She’ll usually use Google to
find information. Ex: Google
“purple globe flower” to
see what comes up. She’ll
bookmark her findings.

Sylvia

Hasn’t gone to library or
looked in magazines for
information.

Rebecca

She prefers the Internet
over classes/workshops
because it’s convenient,
free, up-to-date, and there
are comments from other
people and their
experience.

Rebecca

The gardening books she
has are mostly ones she
bought when she was in
high school and thought she
would be going into
horticulture.

Rebecca

She doesn’t know that she
would purchase a book
now. It would have to be on
something niche, otherwise,
she prefers online info and
the feedback from people
actually doing it.

Rebecca

Thinks straight up Googling
is best. Can’t find
everything, but it’s a
starting point.

Elaine

The Internet has been an
incredible source of
information for her. From
gardening to home repairs,
etc.

Elaine

Starts research online with a
question. Sometimes it gets
answered right away,
something you go through a
few things first and learn a
lot on the way.

Elaine

Researching: combination of
Internet and going to a
garden store to look at
things.

Elaine

She refers to some
gardening books, but finds
the Internet the most useful.
But she doesn’t remember
the sites that she uses.

Jocelyn & Miles

They bought a book “The
Vegetable Gardener’s
Container Bible” that talks
about the variety of seeds
that you can grow in
containers, and when to
grow them. They find it very
useful.

Jocelyn & Miles

They find their “Container
Bible” book, has just the
right amount of information
to be useful (even though
it’s not location specific).

Jocelyn & Miles

They borrowed the
Farmer’s Almanac from the
library but didn’t use as
much as they could have.
Will get it next year and try
to follow more closely.

Jocelyn & Miles

Miles prefers books over
classes because he tends to
construct a model in his
head about the way things
go together (when reading)
and then he can navigate
through that.

Revel

Will use Google to find
information.

Cathy

She likes how-to-books,
and knowing she has access
on how to do things, even if
it’s not something she’s
going to be doing in the
near future.

Rebecca

She learns a lot from her
sister, who is a herbologist
(and organic “rockstar”
gardener). If she has
questions, she’ll look online
or ask her.

Rebecca

She doesn’t follow specific
blogs, more ad-hoc, but
she has looked at Garden
Wise magazine and BC
Gardener – local
magazines to see if they
have anything specific on
balcony gardening in
Vancouver. Didn’t have
much success.

Revel

Had a pinterest binge,
found out about fairy
gardens (she loves
miniature things) and
decided that she’s going to
do one next year.

Revel

She’s planning and
researching her fairy
garden now, to make next
year. Goes online to see
images of other people’s
fairy gardens.

Revel

Internet: unless looking up a
specific plant, you can’t
just go and “have a chat”.
You need to know what you
want to know.

Cathy

Has a lot of gardening
books. They are stored in a
bookshelf next to the front
door. (Easy access or the
only space left?) 

Most Popular for 
Learning:
Internet (search 
engine driven)
Garden Stores

Classes or Books
Family/Friends

Jocelyn & Miles

Things to change about
garden: Miles would maybe
swap Magnolia for a fruit
tree. Jocelyn jokes that ‘not
everything needs to be
edible’.

Jocelyn & Miles

Other tactics for choosing
what to plant: things with
high yield, bought
wildflowers to attract the
bees.

Elaine

She doesn’t change much
in her garden now, or is
resisting too much change
to avoid the tendency to
always want new things.

Elaine

She does move things
around in the garden, to fill
an empty space, or
because she’s tired of a
plant.

Rebecca

If a plant fits the space she
has, and if she has an
inkling it will be successful,
she’ll seek it out.

Soil Testing/ Soil Im-
provement
Soil Testing/ Soil Im-
provement
Regrets and
Boredom with plants

Soil Testing/ Soil Im-
provement
Soil Testing/ Soil Im-
provement
How plants are 
chosen

Cathy

Has tried putting seeds in a
tickler file, but forgot about
them. 
She did put some seeds to
give to her mom by a
certain date in there. Gave
them late but they did
make it to her.

Cathy

She wants to try the tickler
file again, but it means she
can’t fall off the wagon.

Cathy

She does organize her seed
collection into: edibles,
things with a schedule,
things without a schedule,
“cool to grow, I want to do
this someday”, and
“probably not”.

Rebecca

She doesn’t keep track of
what she planted, what
worked and what hasn’t.
Though she’s made fun of
her sister for not doing so
with her farm.

Organizing and 
Planning: More of 
.know what should 
do but doesn’t 
necessariliy do it.

Drought Resistent 
and/or Irrigation

Not year-
round 
 gardeners

Not just flowers and 
crops...appreciate 
greenery.

Native plants are too 
hard-core.

Rebecca

She’s interested in seed
swaps but hasn’t done
them before.

Jocelyn & Miles

Miles is interested in CSA
model he heard about in
Hawaii.

Rebecca

On balcony, she has grown
more flowers. Would like to
plant more edible flowers –
she wants to grow things
that are beautiful and
edible.

Rebecca

She’s thought about
berries: bushes, slightly
smaller, maybe
raspberries.

Rebecca

She would like to do more
native gardening, but the
things that are native, like
blackberries, are
everywhere, easy to get.
It’s nice to have something
that’s a little harder to get,
or more expensive in
stores.

Jocelyn & Miles

They are interested in local
food / growing their own
food.

Sylvia

She usually wants to know
“what is that plant”, “what
conditions to grow it in”,
“how to prune it”.

Rebecca

A bit harder to find
information on shade loving
food crops, but she’s
hasn’t search high and low.

Elaine

Tall tree in backyard: she
had a hard time getting
information on a tree that
would be decent for the
space – grow tall (a wall)
but not too wide (too much
shade).

Jocelyn & Miles

Biggest thing they want
more info on: seasonality
for Vancouver / New West.
Ex: what does full sun mean
in terms of hour per day.
How much to water. More
prominent thinning
information (Miles doesn’t
like to thin.)

Jocelyn & Miles

They use information on
seed packets but find that it
often misses information for
after planting and location
specifics.

Plant info needed:
- what to do after planting
- seasonality
- how much to water
- how to thin, prune
- location specifics (what does 
full sun, partial sun, etc. mean 
in terms of hours per day?)
- detailed growth dimensions 
(not just height)Cathy

Lately has been thinking
about permaculture,
perennial vegetables, fruit
trees, etc. � low
maintenance plants.

Sylvia

Last thing she researched
online: what the globe
flower plant was. She
though it was an allum, but
didn’t look like the ones
she’d seen because of the
prickly leaves. She searched
“purple globe with prickly
leaves”.

Revel

Internet: she didn’t know
how to harvest her fava
beans. Looked on the
Internet but could only find
information on when to
harvest. Finally talked to a
woman down the street and
learned how to harvest
them.
“Simple question, anyone
growing fava beans could
tell you the answer, but you
need to have a conversation
to do that.”

Rebecca

Has researched the best
things to grow for
Vancouver zone.

Soil Testing/ Soil Im-
provement
Soil Testing/ Soil Im-
provement
Weed identification 
and management
Soil Testing/ Soil Im-
provement
Soil Testing/ Soil Im-
provement
Topics of Interest:
Conditions/Local
Low Maintenance
Perennials
Food: Care & Harvest


